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N e w Pull coaches prepare for the big fight
S u m m e r Timmer

G uest W riter

The Pull is approaching
rapidly-Oct. 1 to be exactand this year's coaches are as
excited as ever. However, the
considerable amount of work
the coaches put into The Pull
each year is underappreciated.
An interview with a new Even
Year coach, Emily O ’Connor
(T8), shed some light on the
planning
and
expectations
she has as a coach. While she
was not able to reveal too
much, some interesting details
emerged concsidering the hard
work involved in planning for
the big event.
O'Connor explained to me
that the planning takes a lot
longer than most expect. “An
event as big as The Pull takes a
ton ofplanning, so we have been
meeting since Fall semester last
S arah D owning
year to try and get everything EVEN YEAR VS. O D D YEAR — The freshmen and the sophomores battle It out. Each Pull
together. Mostly, we focus has phrases or words that describe their team. This Even Year banner Is from 2014.
on our goals as a team and
our recruitment plans for the
As forrecruitment, O ’Connor to take on a challenge. One thing challenges pullers face during
upcoming season. Hopefully explained that they’re looking not many people understand the entire Pull season. That being
they will allpan out in the end!” for enthusiastic students willing is the true physical and mental said, participating in The Pull

allows team members to grow
closer together and become a
sort of family. Through The Pull,
the students will“become part of
a truly life changing experience
with some of the closest friends
they will make in their time at
Hope College,” O ’Connor said.
“Pull has been an integralpart
ofm y college experience atHope
and I feel so incredibly blessed
and honored to be able to share
it with the next generation of
Hope students."
One of the best parts about
The Pull is the passion and
tradition that goes on behind
it all. There becomes a special
bond between the pullersand the
coaches that can’t be explained
unlessyou’re actually part ofThe
Pull. However, O ’Connor shares
that it’s an incredible feeling to
know she will soon be sharing
her own experience with her
new pullers.

Interested in writing for the
Anchor? Send us an email at
anchor@hope.edu for more
information on writing.

Dear H o p e College: your vote matters
Sarah Downing

Campus Editor

With the presidential debates
approaching on Monday, Sept.
26, we’re heading for the culmi
nation of this election. Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump will
get three chances to debate with
each other before Election Day
on Nov. 8. According to John
Avion at CNN, the debates pro
vide “the best chance to get their
message to the widest number
of people - and that’s what cam
paigns at their core are about.
The fact that there is a risk in
volved in debates just reflects
the real stakes of the race for
the most powerful job on earth.”
So why don’t more U.S. citizens
(particularly college students)
vote in elections?
Data from the Census Bu
reau reports that only about 65
percent of the voting age popu
lation was registered to vote in
2012. And voters between the
ages of 18-24 have voted at con
sistently lower rates. In 2012,
the voting rate of this group was
38 percent. But The Economist

O hio D emocratic P arty

GET VOTING — Watch the news, talk with your peers or do some research to find out more about these elections.
explains that low voter turnout
isnot an effect of laziness or ap
athy. Young people historically
have been active in politics and
social movements, but frustra
tion with the political system
and voting laws can deter stu
dents from voting.
Registering to vote is itself
not a difficult process. Websites
such as turbovote.org and rockthevote.org are designed for
young people and make regis
tration easy. The website for the
Secretary ofState where you live

(for example, michigan.gov/sos)
can also provide information
on voting specific to your state.
There are several rules to watch
out when registering. According
to Michigan’s Secretary of State
website, "a person who registers
to vote by mail must vote in per
son in the firstelection in which
they participate." There are also
important dates to keep in mind
when registering for an absentee
ballot. For out-of-state students,
get information on absentee bal
lots on page seven of Features.

As for frustration with the
system, itistrue that Americans
do not directly elect their presi
dents. There isthe Electoral Col
lege with 538 electors, each state
getting a number of electors
equal to their number of m e m 
bers in the House of Represen
tatives (based on state popula
tion) plus one elector for each of
their two Senators. For example,
Michigan has 16 electors based
on 14 representatives and 2 Sen
ators. Electors are pledged to a
potential candidate and which

ever candidate wins the popular
vote in that state receives the
votes. This process is different
in Nebraska and Maine, but the
main point is that even though
you are not directly voting for
your favorite candidate, your
voice counts and can help your
candidate win in your state. The
candidate who receives the m a 
jority of electoral votes wins the
office. This is why candidates
can seem to focus on large states
(more electoral votes) as well as
see
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Jazz Summit

Rock Your Vote

Guess Who’s Back, Back Again

Two-day event in Jack Miller
featuringjazz musicians.

Out-of-state students as well as Michigan resi
dents should get ready to vote in November.

American soccer legend Landon Dono
van comes out of retirement.
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Wednesday
Annual GRO W Kick-off
G R O W is a c a m p u s organization
which strives for H o p e College to be
a m o r e inclusive c a m p u s community.
Featuring Christy S t a t e m a a n d Presi
dent John Knapp. Takes place from
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the M a a s
Center Auditorium.

Thursday
SAC Coffeehouse
H a v e a fate night a h e a d of y ou? Stop
by the Kletz for coffee a n d listen to
m usic performed by your classmates.
Starts at 9:00 p.m.

Friday
Holland Piano Teacher’s
Forum Guest Artist
Featuring Marvin Blickenstaff on
piano. Starts at 7:30 p.m. in the Jack
H. Miller Center for Musical Arts in
the concert hall.

Friday
Concert Series: Wild Child
B u y your tickets n o w to s ee Wild
Child perform at the Knickerbocker
Theatre featuring special guest
S U S T O . Starts at 8:30 p.m.

College students can m a k e a difference
♦ Vote, from page 1
states that have no overwhelm
ing support for one candidate
over the other (“swing states”).
The voices of everyday Amer
icans matter. Your vote as a col
lege student matters. According
to Dr. Virginia Beard of Hope’s
Political Science department,
“leaders will not take issues that
affect college students directly
into serious consideration if
college students do not vote.
When issues like student loan

rates, educational standards and
admissions policies are on the
ballot, who else is better quali
fied to vote than those currently
experiencing the implications
of such initiatives?" The signifi
cance of the presidency cannot
be overstated. Many factors in
fluence policy decisions, but the
president is seen as a symbol for
our country and will be remem
bered throughout history.
This election already has
large historical significance. Ac
cording to NPR, Hillary Clinton

is the first female presidential
candidate of a major American
political party (Victoria Woodhull was the first woman to run
for president in 1872). W e are
standing at an important place
in the history of our country.
Our president and their party
can influence daily life.
So ifyou are able to vote, do
it. Information about where the
candidates stand on the issues
is easily available ifyou take the
time. Ifyou are passionate about
something, chances are the fu-

ture president could have a say
inthat issue. Vote even ifyou still
think your voice does not mat
ter. Vote even ifyou're not usu
ally “into politics.” Vote for your
friends who are not eligible.Vote
because some of your ancestors
could not. Says Dr. Beard, “many
people fought for the right to
vote. N o matter a person's race,
gender or age, their right to vote
came at a price. Honor the sac
rifices others made so that your
voice could be heard when theirs
was not.”

H o p e charter takes the torch
Mortar B o a r d H o n o r Society a w a r d s national distinctions
A m b e r Lee Carnahan

Co-Editorhn-Chief
@ amberlee816

During the national organi
zation’s annual summer con
Saturday
ference held July 22-24 in In
Gene Wilder Film Night
dianapolis, Indiana, the Mortar
W a t c h s o m e of G e n e Wilder’s m o s t
Board National College Senior
loved movies in Fried H e m e n w a y A u 
Honor Society presented Hope
ditorium in the Martha Miller Center.
College's
Mortar Board chapter
Event starts at 8:00 p.m.
with multiple honors, mainly
Throughout the Week
the Gold Torch Award. Each
“Hateful Things”/ “Resiliance” year the Gold Torch, a national
T h e D e Free Art Center a n d Gallery is
distinction, is given to the most
featuring a dual exhibition on racial
outstanding Mortar Board chap
tensions, healing a n d equality. R u n s
ters. Gold Torch recipients excel
through Friday, Oct. 7.
in promoting scholarship, lead
ership and meaningful service
to
their institutions. The Hope
In B r i e f
chapter was one of the top four
Gold Torch Award recipients for
TIME TO SERVE
the ninth year in a row.
This year over 255 students
“W e are extremely proud of
(many of them first year stu our Gold Torch chapters," Abi
dents) participated in Time to gail Diehl, Mortar Board’s na
Serve on Saturday morning. tional president, said. "Their
Students volunteered at 30 non members set the bar for excel
profit organizations. According lence as scholar leaders on their
to Katharine Butterfield in Stu campuses and their innovative
dent Development, they “recei- programming positively impacts
eved amazing feedback from their communities throughout
the nonprofits about how amaz the year."
ing the Hope students were and
The awards program focused
about how much work they were on recognizing activities during
able to get done.”
the 2015-16 school year. Besides
the Gold Torch Award, Hope
THE KLO O S T E R C E NTER F OR also received 15 Project Excel
lence Awards. The chapter’s
EXCELLENCE IN WRITING
Project Excellence awards fol
Are you a freshman in need lowed a new process this year,
of advice for your first college in which chapters were only
paper? An English major look allowed to submit 15 projects
ing to brainstorm your next for consideration. In previous
essay? An engineering stu years, there was not a limit and,
dent who needs help with your as a result, the Hope chapter
lab report? Then come to the received 28 awards last year, 25
Klooster Center for Excellence
in Writing, located on the first
floor of Van Wylen Library. The
center offers appointments with
students of all majors who can
assist you at any stage of the
writing process. Whether it be
brainstorming, final edits, or
ganizational issues or a creative
project, the Klooster Center
has a student who can help. To
make an appointment, visit the
Library website and look under
Help & Services. Or stop by the
desk in the library,located to the
right of the main library doors.

Jenni B irch S zolwinski

CHAMPIONING C HARTER — Section Coordinator Sarra Nazem presents Hope chapter
member Andrew Bennett, president Brenden Marrlman and advisor Dianne Portfleet with the
Gold Torch award.
in 2014, 19 in 2013, 17 in 2012, Ruth Weimer Mount Chapter vice to Hope’s chapter from 2002
12 in 2011 and 8 in both 2009 Excellence Award during the na through her last year in 2016,
and 2010. A few of the chapter’s tional conference in 2010.
has existed at Hope since 1936,
projects that were honored this
Mortar Board is a national although itdid not become part
year included Hope’s Relay for honor society that recognizes of the national Mortar Board or
Life, which was supporting the college seniors for outstand ganization until 1961. As of the
American Cancer Society, and ing achievement in scholarship, 2015-16 school year, the Hope
the student-organized Dance leadership and service, and pro chapter had 35 members.
Marathon, which was held on vides opportunities for contin
Current student members,
behalf of Helen DeVos Chil ued leadership development, Holland senior Andrew Ben
dren’s Hospital. Other honored promotes service to college and nett and the chapter’s president
projects include the Friendship universities and encourages life for 2016-17 Brenden Merriman,
Prom and the Thanksgiving din long contributions to the global attended the conference for the
ner for international students.
community. Since its founding college, along with Dr. Portfleet.
This is not the first time in 1918, the organization has
This year, the chapter’s co-adHope’s Dianne Portfleet Alcor grown from the four founding visers include Dr. Heidi Kraus,
chapter of the honorary society chapters to 231 collegiate chap assistant professor of art, Dr.
received awards at the national terswith nearly 250,000 initiated Marc Baer, interim dean for the
level. Hope's chapter has re members across the nation. The arts and humanities and pro
ceived multiple awards during Dianne Portfleet Alcor chapter, fessor of history and Eva Dean
all of the past several years, in renamed for former co-advisor Folkert, lecturer in interdiscieluding being recognized as the Dr. Dianne Portfleet this previ- plinary studies,
nation’s top chapter with the ous spring for her dedicated ser-

Friday morning on Sept.
9th, North Korea conducted its
fifth and biggest nuclear test. A
South Korean military official
announced this news hours af
ter South Korea noticed unusual
ground-shaking activity near its
neighboring northeastern nu
clear test site.
Coincidentally, this was
launched on North Korea's 68th
anniversary of their founding,
when Korea was divided into
two regions by the U.S. and
USSR to jointly organize Japa
nese surrender in 1945 after
World War II.
According to CNN, North
Korea claims that this was its
most powerful test to have “suc
cessfully detonated a nuclear
warhead that could be mounted
on ballistic rockets.” This would
allow North Korea to generate
"a variety of smaller, lighter and
diversified nuclear warheads of
higher strike power.”
Many concerns were brought
to the United Nations Security
Council as they claimed the test
was “a clear threat to interna
tional peace and security.” This
blast occurred in Punggye-ri,
which is North Korea's under
ground test site, and was esti
mated to be double the power of
- -

their last recent test in January.
While their test in January was
measured to be about four to six
kilotons of TNT, their recent ex
plosion last week was estimated
to be ten kilotons. According to
IHS Jane’s analyst Karl Dewey,
“It would be smaller than both
Hiroshima or Nagasaki, but it
would still rip the heart out of a
city.”
Earlier this year, North Korea
successfully tested their most
recent hydrogen bomb, which
was so severe that this lead to
punitive sanctions on the North
Korean regime. However, later
in February, a US official direc
tor who was familiar with the
evaluation of the test explosion,
claimed that the components
with the hydrogen bomb had
partial failed tests. Hydrogen
bombs are known to be about
a hundred times more powerful
than the similar atomic bombs
that were dropped on Hiroshi
ma and Nagasaki during WWII.
While the test was not success
ful,the seismic disturbance from
the explosion shook the area
with a magnitude of 5.1, feeling
like a moderate earthquake.
While North Korea views the
South and the United states as
their main enemies, they claim
their “scientists and technicians
carried out a nuclear explosion
test for the judgment of the
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power of a nuclear warhead,”
according to the North Korea
Central News Agency. H o w 
ever, concerns rise as this shows
North Korea can now easilyset a
nuclear device on a missile. This
raises concerns that Punggye-ri
is gearing closer to their goal of
a nuclear war with missiles that
may one day threaten and possi
bly strike the U.S. mainland.
Although North Korea is
continuing to advance their nu
clear and missile performances,
there has yet to come a time
when North Korea can pair
these two has effectively. However, concerns are rising as this
country is testing weapons at a
significantlyquicker pace within
this year. Also, not to mention
their neighboring South Korea
who worries that Punggye-ri is
continuing itsgoal of “mounting
a nuclear warhead to ballistic
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U N D E R G R O U N D NUCLEAR TEST SITE - Atomic explo
sion resulted In seismic disturbance through the area with a
magnitude of 5.1.
missiles faster than previously
estimated,” as C N N described.
While the United Nations
imposed a set of sanctions from
the hydrogen bomb in January,
no sanctions are delivered to
this recent explosion. Chinese
analysts explain that Beijing will
not adjust their allegiance to
North Korea or force the coun
try to limit its nuclear weapons,
as the United States recently
demanded, even though North
Korea remains dependent on
China for food and oil. Without
China’s support, North Korea’s

economy would crash to the
ground within a year and have
to choose between maintaining
their nuclear weapons or sup
porting their own economy. It
is unlikely that China would cut
off North Korea’s oil supply, be
cause they do not want North
Korea to gain supplies from Rus
sia.In addition, thiswill not stop
Kim Jong-un to surrender his
weapons. Because North Korea
is supported by China, the US
cannot rely on China for prog
ress on reducing the North Ko
rean nuclear threat.

-

INTERESTED IN
WRITING?
D O YOU W A N T
TO EXPLORE THE
WORLD NEWS
WITH HOPE’S
COMMUNITY?

GREASE
LIGHTNING!

Contact
Sarah Mozdren or
Daniela Aguilar for
more information!

SERIOUS DELIVERY!
sarah.mozdren@hope.edu
daniela.aguilar@hope.edu

TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU
VISITJIMMYJOHNS.COM
©2014 JIMMY JOHN'S FRANCHISE, U-C All RIGHTS RESERVED.

GCityoofvAleppo
e r ninvaded
m e nbytdeadly
attacks
on
Syrian
civil
w
a
r
chemical w e a p o n s that injure several residents, children
E m m a W a n gstrom

G uest W riter

When Gary Johnson, a presi
dential candidate for this year’s
elections, was asked what he
would do about Aleppo, he fol
lowed with a question many of
us had: what isAleppo?
Aleppo is Syria’s largest city
and iscurrently being torn apart
by fighting between the govern
ment and rebels. The rebelswant
the Syrian president, Bashar alAssad, out of office because of
his violation of human rights
and his favoritism towards those
who benefit him. There has been
fighting between the rebels and
government since 2011, it was
in July of 2012 that fighting be
gan in Aleppo. The government
came to Aleppo to force out the
rebels within the city and start
ed bombing the

66
It had smelled like a
s w i m m i n g pool had
dropped d o w n on
them.
—

A

ref al -A ref
S yrian A ctivist

_________ 99

city. After this initial bombing,
the fighting has not yet ceased.
The government has continued
to use barrel bombs on the city
in order to run the rebels out of
the east side of Aleppo. Barrel
bombs are explosives made with
gasoline, chunks of metal and
nails that are used by the Syrian
Army.
On Sept. 6, there was an at
tack on Aleppo that changed
the tide of the civil war. The
Syrian government dropped
chlorine bombs on the city that
sent at least 120 people to the
hospital. Activist Aref al-Aref
described the scene by saying
it had smelled like a swimming
pool had dropped down on
them. Many people had trouble
breathing and were sent into
coughing fits. Chlorine as a
weapon is banned under inter
national conventions, but Syria
has ignored the U N and contin
ued to use it in their weapons.
These weapons allowed the gov
ernment to remove many reb
els from the city. The U.S. and
Russia have started talks about
a ceasefire since this attack. The
U.S. is in favor of the moder
ate rebels because of al-Assad’s
policies and human rights vio
lations. Russia is in favor of alAssad because of the money it
makes from the Syrian Army,

H U N D R E D S OF CHILDREN RUSHING TO HOSPITALS - Chlorine was used during the
attack, which lead to heavy coughing fits, damage to the lunges and harsh muscle and heart
spasms.
and they do not like the idea of
Western powers coming in.
However, these are not the
only chemical weapons Syria
has used on their people. The
Syrian-American Medical So
ciety has stated that there have
been at least 161 reported
chemical attacks on the Syr
ian people. The main chemical
used has been one called sarin
gas. Sarin gas is a clear color

less, odorless liquid that can be
evaporated and spread through
the air quickly. The effects of the
deadly gas lead to muscle and
heart spasms that lead to as
phyxiation within minutes.
All ofthese attacks have driv
en the city into turmoil. More
than 100,000 people have died
since the civil war started in
2011, and many are asking when
it will end. Many will recog

nize the image of the boy in the
ambulance, 5-year-old Omran
Daqneesh. He was in the city of
Aleppo on Aug. 17 after an airstrike. Eight people died that day
from the airstrike. His brother,
Ali, died three days later. While
a ceasefire went into effect on
Monday and peace talks are be
ing planned, itisclear that itwill
take much more to bring this
broken city back together again.

Third parties in the presidential race
Polls of libertarian a n d green political parties s h o w increase in supporters
Danlela Aguilar

the political website FiveThirtyEight.com, both nominees are
more strongly disliked than any
Throughout the political his other nominee at this point in
tory of the United States, no the election process. These at
candidate from a third party has titudes towards the nominees of
ever won a presidential election. the two major political parties
Regardless of their multiple ef have definitely drawn attention
forts to win more voters, third to the libertarian nominee Gary
parties often encounter huge Johnson and Green Party nomi
difficulties in this process. From nee JillStein.
unequal access to ballots to lack
As the the former governor of
of monetary sponsorship and N e w Mexico, Johnson describes
low media attention, third par himself as “fiscally conservative
ties seem to have no real shot and sociallyliberal.” His political
in the presidential contention. tactics involve inspiring young
However, the presence of third adults and minority groups.
parties has never failed to at
According to a poll done by
least create a more compelling the Pew Research Center, about
race for the oval office.
70 percent of his supporters are
W orld Co-Editor

In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt
lost the republican nomination
to William Taft. Roosevelt de
cided to run as the nominee of
the progressive Party, a party
that was formed by Roosevelt
himselfto stayin the race forthe
presidency. At the end, the two
candidates split the Republican
electorate. Even though Roos
eveltdid not win the 1912 presi
dential election, it changed the
way third parties were seen in
American politics.
As the 2016 elections come
closer, both republican nominee

‘T "1T'

younger than 50-years-old, 51
percent are women and 13 per
cent are black or latino. The Pew
Research Center poll also found
that by early-September, John
son had the support of 10 per
cent ofallregistered voters.
JillStein, a physician and ac
tivist, stated that ifelected, she
would be “an organizer-in-chief
in the White House.”
Stein’s political tactics differ
from Johnson’s since her efforts
are focused on disappointed
mainstream voters. Stein has
created a nationplanwhich ma-

work and ending poverty by
focusing on sustainability proj
ects. In the latest C N N polls,
Stein has the support of about 5
percent of allregistered voters.
According to national polls,
most Americans are dissatisfied
with both major parties' nomi
nees. This can be interpreted as
a cry for change. However, this
does not make it better for the
third parties. Third parties still
have the challenge ofconvincing
the American population that
they are capable of real change.
To do that, they also need to find
ways of becoming more visible
in the media.

T he Inquisitr

STEIN’S S U P P O R T E R AT RALLY - Many Sander’s sup
porters switch to support the Green Party nominee JillStein.

Regardless of the many chal
lenges they continue to encoun
ter, third parties will definitely
play an important role in deter
mining the next president of the
United States.

GETINVOLVED!
If you want to help cover the
piesidential race, contact
IheAnchorstaffat

Upcoming Events:
26
Sept.

Presidential Debate
Hofstra University
Hempstead, N e w York

4

Vice Presidential Debate

Oct

Longwood University
Farmville, Virginia

9

Presidential Debate

Oct

19

Oct

Washington University
St Louis, Missouri

Presidential Debate
University ofNevada
Las Vegas, Nevada

Soul inhabits Concert Series first guests
H a n n a h Plkaart

A rts Co-Editor

The Knickerbocker opened
its doors on Sept. 10 to a line
of eager Hope College students
and Holland community m e m 
bers. Premiering was the 2016
Concert Series season, with
headliner Gallant and special
guest Eryn Allen Kane.
With students crowding
around the stage, Kane took
her position and belted her way
through her set. The power
house from Detroit was excited
to be on the west side of Michi
gan to perform on her first ever
tour. She sang tracks from her
albums, “Aviary: Act I" and
“Aviary: Act II,” as well as sing
ing a tribute to her late mentor,
Prince.
Her energy flowed as she
soulfully sang, interspersing
some scat here and there, all
while moving with her music
across the stage until she exited
stage left.
After a half hour break, the
lights dimmed once again, and
this time Gallant sauntered out
and clutched the mic as he hit
the firstnote.
“He has such a range,” Gretta Nyboer (19) said. “It’s crazy
how high he can go.”
Gallant made use of his fal
setto, expertly trilling through
“Talking to Myself,” “Bourbon,”
“Bone + Tissue," “Weight in

Gold” and “Episode."
Most of his performance
came from songs off his second
album “Ology.”
This was Gallant’s first time
performing at Hope, stating
that he previously performed
at Calvin, but it was great to be
at the school that alumni Suf)an
Stevens came from. He cited
Stevens as a mentor, and has
worked with him in the past on
the single “Blue Bucket Of Gold,”
to which Stevens lends his vo
cals and piano playing.
Before closing out the night,
Gallant came back on stage
for an encore, during which he
pulled Nyboer and Lydia Berkey
(T9) onstage.
At the end of the night, two
students working with the con
cert series came out to have a Q
& A session with Gallant.
He openly spoke about the
depression he faced in his time
at NYU, his approach to music
through anthropology and soci
ology, his work with Stevens and
the development of his voice.
“I spent a lot of time alone,
and so, you know when you’re in
the bathroom mirror and you’re
looking at yourself you can do
whatever you want, so I kind of
had the opportunity to sit and
try to hit notes that sound like
cats in really bad predicaments,”
Gallant said.
Not only did he experiment
with his voice, but his list of in-
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Thursday
Listening for Grace
DeWitt Main Theatre 7 p m , a n e w
play on relationships, sexuality a n d
the church.

Friday
Wild Child
Indie b a n d a n d special guest S U S T O
will perform at the Knickerbocker
Theatre at 8 p m .

Monday

Our Little Sister
A J a p an es e film depicts the c o m i n g
together of sisters a n d the strong
b o n d s they form. Knickerbocker
Theatre at 7 : 3 0 p m
K elly O cock

MUSIC MOVERS AND MAKERS - Gallant (top) slows the Tuesday
beat while singing “Miyazaki.” Eryn Allen Kane (bottom) let
the music move through her while on stage.

Emily Henry
A l u m n a a n d m e m b e r of the
Jack Ridl Visiting Writers Series
participates in a Q & A at 3 : 3 0 p m in
Fri ed -H em en wa y Auditorium a n d a
reading at 7 p m in the Jack H. Miller
Center for Musical Arts.
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1. “Dancing with the Stars”
M o n d a y s at 8p.m., celebrities are
m a t c h e d up with professional d anc
ers in a competition with weekly
eliminations.

H annah P ikaart

spirations are not clear cut.
“I didn’t really have a loyalty
to an artist or genre, but I think
through that process of just lis
tening to everything it kind of
made me feel more free," Gallant

2. “American Horror Story”

W e d n e s d a y s at 10p.m., the sixth sea 
said.
This lead Gallant to labelhim s on of this anthology series c o m e s
back, m u c h to fans delight.
selfa confused artistbecause his
music doesn’t fall into one cat
3. “Project Runway”
egory, which resonated with his
Thursdays at 9p.m., the 15th season
cheering fans.
is about to start in this reality T V

Mexican art speaks to ail cultures

s h o w competition about fashion
designers.

4. “The Voice”
Starting Monday, Sept. 1 9 at 8p.m.,

A n n a h Duffey

A rts Co-Editor

The Kruizenga Art Museum
is hosting an exhibit called
“After the Rupture” that will
remain in the building until
Dec. 17. The focus is on
Mexican artists that make up
the “Rupture Generation” and
the new direction they were
taking Mexican art during the
mid-twentieth century.
These artistswere considered
rebellious from the ideas of
the Mexican Muralist School,
according to the informational
board in the gallery. The
Muralists
would
combine
"European social realism with
indigenous Mexican folk art,”
while the “Rupture Generation”
sought to create art through a
larger variety of styles.
There are 32 different pieces
in the museum. Some of the
most notable artwork in the
exhibit includes “Untitled” by
Kurt Larisch, “Macbeth” by
Jos6 Luis Cuevas and “W o m a n
Drinking” by Francisco Zunigo.
“Untitled” isa simple looking
piece, depicting a gray wall
with peeling paint that has the
primary colors underneath.
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A n n ah D uffey

THE MEETING OF T W O W O R L D S - Pedro Frledeberg
made this screenprlnt to act as a symbol of the Mesoamerlcan
and European historical Influences.

alluring, hardworking, motherly Miley Cyrus a n d Alicia Keys join
— anythingbut ordinary. To have s e a so ne d judges Blake Shelton a nd
a woman sitting on a chair with A d a m Levine on this musical reality
a bottle in hand is rebellious to T V show.
most twentieth century artwork
5. “Gotham”
indeed.
Starting
Monday, Sept. 1 9 at 8p.m.,
Hope College and the city
s h o w s the rise of Detective J a m e s
of Holland both played a large G or do n in G o t h a m City pre-Batman.
role in putting this exhibition
together. The gallery was made 6. “New Girl”
possible by the Departments of Starting Tuesday, S e p t 2 0 at
Art and Modern and Classical 8:30p.m., Jess a n d the g a n g are
Languages, the Office of back.
Multicultural Education and
the Latin Americans United for 7. “Scream Queens”
Progress. Not only isita glimpse Starting Tuesday, S e p t 2 0 at 9p.m.,
at different cultures around fro m the s a m e director w h o brought
the world, but it “increases us Glee a n d A m e r i c a n Horror Story,
the sec on d sea so n of this c o m e d y
students' global awareness c o m e s for another scare.
and capacity for cross-cultural
understanding.”
8. “Agents of S.H.I.E.LD.”
All of the aforementioned Starting Tuesday, Sept. 2 0 at 10p.m.,
pieces share one commonality: the missions of the Strategic H o m e 
people are more than meets the land Intervention Enforcement a n d
eye. H o w much have we wished Logistics Division.
that others could understand
that? Everyone is worth more
than vague exteriors and has 9. “This Is Us”
more to offer than cultural Starting Tuesday, S e p t 2 0 at 10p.m.,
stereotypes. The museum is a group of people born o n the s a m e
day, Including a married couple
open Monday through Saturday, expecting triplets In Pittsburgh, a nd
10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Events in a h a n d s o m e television actor growing
conjunction with the exhibit are bored of his fly bachelor lifestyle do
life.
to come.

The description reads that it "... him, as can be displayed through
belongs to a larger body of the the many emotions and figures
artist’s work in which a plain that fill up the space where the
surface seems to peel back, man’s brain should be. Every
revealing brighter colors below.” mind is made up of hundreds
This could be an emphasis on of thoughts and Cuevas tried to
how we have more to offer under
the surface or that, despite \ Ztifiigo’s piece on a woman
our different backgrounds, we was the most intriguing one of
have the same basic qualities lall.It,wasexactlywhat one would
throughout the human race.
expect from the title: a woman
Cuevas made a piece about *dfjh^gv7.^entifnes, artwork
j^oiiray Womer
’women as sexual,
Macbeth, whose mind intrigued
fiorfray
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Frank O c e a n releases ‘Blond' a l b u m
Mitchell V a n Acker

G uest W riter

Take the technicolor dreams
of Los Angeles, pair it with the
fading memories of a childhood
in Ne w Orleans, blend it with
drug-fiieled
wanderings
in
desolate cityscapes, sharpen it
with deep reflection on memory,
love and fame and you’ll have
a decent, but not altogether
satisfactory, view of Frank
Ocean’s genre-defying “Blond.”
After four years of delays and
cryptic messages scattered across
Tumblr, Frank Ocean has released
his follow-up to 2012’s “Channel
ORANGE.” “Blond” gives us
an impressionistic insight into
Ocean’s life and musical vision
that adds far more mystique to his
character than itreveals. With its
gyrating sense ofform, stream-ofconsciousness lyrics and poignant
wisdom on longing and loss, we
find that the album confronts
us with a surrealistic portrait of
ourselves, our relationships and
our own dark pasts.
Ocean’s highly anticipated
new project unfolded in a
mysterious barrage of work
over a span of forty-eight hours
enough time for the masses
to hop on the bandwagon and

integrated
with
organic
instrumentation. He has destroyed
hisclassificationasmerely a “rap”
or R & B artist. “Blond” features
a number of collaborators —
including Johnny Greenwood,
Kendrick Lamar and Beyonce
— and employs the influence of
Hip-Hop, R&B, Soul, Gospel and
even light tremors of folk-rock.
These creative integrations result
in musicality that is as complex
and rich as the album’s themes
and lyricism.
The format of the album is a
slipstream of fluctuating songs,
musical snapshots and surreal
interludes. With hooks that lead
nowhere and verses that run
HYPETRAK
FOUR YEARS IN THE MAKING - Following his 2012 al in circles, each track develops
bum, “Channel ORANGE,” fans have eagerly been awaiting like a hypnotic journey through
a poetic funhouse that bends
Ocean’s new two-part album.
the conventions of songwriting
solidify his place at the top of photos of luxury cars and race at each turn. All the while,
Apple Music. It began with a tracks, personal essays and Ocean handles his lyrics with
visual album, “Endless,” which even a poem written by Kanye elegance. He gives us characters
features a black and white film West. This led up to the release and situations that are simple
reel of Ocean building a spiral of “Blond,” an experimental yet profound and emotionally
staircase, over-top a lucid free- masterwork, which became the visceral in their rendering. In
“Pink + White,” he calls forth
flowing soundtrack similar in third largest debut of 2016.
“Blond” is composed with images of Hurricane Katrina. “In
sound and structure to “Blond.”
For the second phase, he dropped a listless sense of poetic and the wake of a hurricane/ Dark
a lengthy catalogue called “Boys rhythmic beauty. Ocean employs skin of a summer shade/ Nose
Don’tCry,” available only inpop progressive reverb technology, dive in the flood lines/ Tall tower
up stores in four cities. Within stylistic voice filter techniques ofmilk crates.” In “Ivy,” he flexes
“Boys Don’t Cry,” he includes and atmospheric soundscapes his sensitivityto fading love: “We

blond

had time to kill back then/ You
ain’t a kid no more/ W e ’ll never
be those kids again.” His sense of
poetics gives “Blond” color and
dimension. In essence, the album
is Ocean’s artistic testament
to memory, a stained-glass
window of moments shattered by
depression and alienation, then
reassembled into a psychedelic
self-image that is luminous and
beautiful.
Some “original” Frank Ocean
fans are happy and also annoyed
about his recent commercial
successes.
Similar
feelings
have been provoked by the
recent emergence of Chance the
Rapper as a prominent figure
in mainstream rap. However,
both Frank Ocean and Chance
the Rapper are important to the
future of commercial rap music.
N e w artists like these two are
bringing craftsmanship back
into the mainstream, just as
musicians including Kanye West
and Kendrick Lamar have done
and continue to do. Hopefully
we are moving into a period of
higher expectations as to what
makes an album great, which will
push artists — aided with new
technology and added control
over their work — to produce
unique and exciting music.

Jazz organ music strikes a chord at H o p e
without any sheet music and hands, which he explained while
still blended together effortless playing snippets offamous tunes
ly. With sixteen years of experi to showcase the contrast with
This past weekend, Hope Col ence, they clearly mastered how and without them.
lege had the pleasure of hosting to stay in sync with one another.
Murv Seymour, a producer,
the Jazz Organ Summit on Fri
Both songs that followed were writer and comedian, stated
day and Saturday, Sept. 9 and 10. just as entertaining. The trio that there is “no other institu
The two days were jam-packed exemplified high energy, large tion paying attention to jazz or
with clinics, a workshop, recep dynamic shifts and a masterful gan music like Hope College is."
tion, presentation, sound check use of syncopation. All in atten Organs and jazz music are not
and concerts.
dance responded well to the per highly popular in our culture to
At the clinic on Friday, the formance by smiling, nodding day, but that thought could defi
Organissimo group performed and tapping to the beat.
nitely be challenged by anyone
three songs and talked to the
Most people at the clinic were who came to partake in this twoaudience, while answering ques avid organ players who wanted day event at Hope. Old, young,
tions. The three members were to learn from an incredibly tal knowledgeable and curious
A n n a h D uffey
Jim Alfredson on the Hammond ented organist. Alfredson spent people all gathered in the Jack TALENTED TRIO — The Organissimo group performed In the
B3 organ, Larry Barris on guitar the majority of the hour and a H. Miller building to see what recital room of Jack H. Miller this past Friday.
and Randy Marsh on drums.
half answering questions and Organissimo, The Tony Monaco
The first song was called “One educating the audience on the Trio and Murv Seymour were including jazz organ music. The There does not need to be lyrics
for Gene Ludwig,” which high organ and the style he used to about.
fieldofmusic isvaluable in every for a song to strike a chord withlighted each musician and their play. The foot pedals were uti
At a liberal arts school, we form, as itis something humanin someone; every liberal arts
instrument. They performed lized to fill in the beats for his should value every field of study, itycan resonate with as a whole, student should understand that.
A n n a h Duffey

A rts Co-Editor

Writer Series lineup set, published alu m n a visits
H a n n a h Plkaart

A rts Co-Editor

Returning on Sept. 20 for the
fall semester is the Jack Ridl
Visiting Writers Series (VWS).
The kickoffwill begin with Hope
College alumna Emily Henry
(12), who published her first
novel "The Love That Split the
World.” Since graduating from
Hope, where she studied cre
ative writing and dance, Henry
completed a writing residency at
the now closed N e w York Cen
ter for Art & Media Studies. As a
full time writer and proofreader,
Henry spends a lotoftime work
ing with her craft, which can be
found in editions of “The Hair

pin and The Toast."
“W e try to have a Hope alum
nus most years. It’s worked out
pretty well the last few years,”
Pablo Peschiera, director of
VWS, said.
A month later, Oct. 20, Brian
Barker and Nicky Beer will be
on campus. Barker fy the author
of “The Animal Gospels” and
“The Black Ocean.” He has won
the Crab Orchard Open C o m 
petition, and has been awarded
the Academy of American Po
ets Prize and the 2009 Camp
bell Corner Poetry Prize. Much
of his work, including reviews,
interviews and poetry have ap
peared in journals such as Po
etry,' American Poetry'Review,

Kenyon Review Online, Indiana
Review, Ploughshares, TriQuarterly, The Writer's Chronicle,
The Washington Post, Blackbird
and Pleiades.
Beer is the author of "The Oc
topus Game," which won the
2016 Colorado Book Award for
Poetry, and “The Diminishing
House” won the 2011 Colo
rado Book Award for Poetry.
Her other awards include a fel
lowship from the National En
dowment for the Arts, a Ruth
Lilly Fellowship from the Poetry
Foundation, a fellowship and a
scholarship from the Bread Loaf
Writers' Conference, a Mary
Wood Fellowship from Wash
ington College, a Discovery/The

Nation Award and a Campbell
Corner Prize.
Both authors will have a Q &
A session at 3:30 p.m. in FriedHemenway Auditorium and a
reading at 7 p.m. in the Jack H.
Miller Center for Musical Arts.
This fall, the Jack Ridl Visit
ing Writers Series will also be
partnering with The Big Read
to bring novelist Edwidge Danticat to campus. Danticat is the
author of 15 books, with titles
including “Brother, I’m Dy
ing," winner of the National
Book Critics Circle Award and
National Book Award finalist,
“Krik? Krak!," a National Book
Award finalist and “The Farm
ing of Bones,” American Book

Award winner. The author’s Hai
tian heritage shines through her
literarywork, making her a pow
erful advocate.
Danticat will be at the Jack H.
Miller Center for Musical Arts
on Nov. 15, from 10-12 p.m. to
give her Big Read Address to
students, faculty and com m u 
nity members. Later, from 7-9
p.m., she will be in Dimnent
Chapel to give her Big Read key
note address.
Many faculty members at Hbpe
have incorporated Danticat into
their course plans, while also en
couraging their students to Visit
the Jack Ridl Visting WrifereSeries and The Big Read.

A r e y o u ready for the u p c o m i n g election?
Audrey Mckenzie
Features Intern
@AUD_MCKEN

---------------- --------------------------------With the presidential election quickly approaching on Nov. 8, the candidates, media and political personnel are readying
themselves for the big day. Are you?
As Americans, we have the freedom to choose our political representation through voting. W e should take hill advantage of this
opportunity, especially with the presidential election quickly approaching. The next president will make changes that will affect us all
in more ways than one. Ifwe desire to be a part of this immense decision, then we need to make itto the polls on Nov. 8.
According to CNBC, only 38 percent of 18-24 year-olds voted in the 2012 presidential election. Out of all the age groups,
this group had the lowest voter turnout. As college students, this means that we need to get to the polls! There are many reasons why
we are not making it to the polls, but there are ways to ensure that our vote gets counted. Ifwe want our voices to be heard, then our
votes need to be cast in the upcoming election. Below are a few simple steps to make this a reality.
Not from Michigan? Is your designated polling location too far away to make iton this day? After you have ensured that you
are registered to vote (last day to register is Oct. 11), take a look at the checklist below to see ifyou are prepared.

Out of state

*3^

v

W ikimedia

Apply for an absentee ballot.This isa different pro

□

cess depending on in which state you are registered.
Below are checklists for states neighboring Michigan.

▼
Determine where your polling location is.
Ifthis location is accessible on Nov. 8, vote
in person from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Illinois:
The application for absentee ballots are available
I

Ifyou decide not to vote at your polling

I for download on Aug. 10, and must be received
by county board of elections or board of election
commissioners by Nov. 3 (by mail) or Nov. 7

□

location, apply for an absentee ballot.The

□

Complete the form and send itto your lo

(in person)

designated form that can be found at
michigan.gov/documents/AbsentVoterBallot

jj Completed ballots must be postmarked by Nov. 7

Ohio:
r" 1 Application for absentee ballot must be received
B

cal clerk. Send it early enough so the local
clerk receives itby Nov. 5 at 2 p.m.

" by county board of elections by Nov. 5 at noon
County board of elections must receive com-

■

I pleted ballot by Nov. 7 (by mail) or Nov. 8 (in
person)

□

You will receive your ballot in the mail.

□

Mail completed ballot to local clerk.The

Complete ballot per instructions

Indiana:
Absen
Absentee
ballot application must be received by
Oct. 31 by 11:59 p.m.
Completed ballots must be received by noon on
election day

L

V.<.v. '

local clerk needs to receive the ballot by
Nov. 8 at 8 p.m.

Physical touch: innocent versus ‘rape culture’
Iam a touchy person. I’m just going to come right out and say itbecause anyone who knows me knows that Ican’tdeny
the truth of that statement. That’s who Ihave always been, too. Ican’thelp it;touch ishow Icommunicate. A hug hello, a pat
on the shoulder, a handshake, even a high fivewill do. It’s just part ofwho I am.
Recently I’ve been reflecting upon why I’m so driven by touch. Throughout my life, my m o m (hi, mom! *waves:*) has
chastised me for hugging people too much. She gave up eventually because I never changed my habits, but as school started
up again thisyear and friends returned, Irealized just how right she was (yeah, yeah, Iknow, moms are always right, Ishould
have listened, blah). I do hug people a lot. That got me thinking about why I am so oriented on physical touch and the desire
to (literally) reach out to others.
In my American Ethnic Literature class this past week, my professor, Jesus Montano, said, "The soul migrates to the
edges of our epidermis, our fingertips. That’s why, when we re in love especially, we want to be in contact with that person.
W e want to touch them because that is the closest our souls can get to meeting physically.” I remember sitting back and nodding my head, struck by how profound that
statement was.
Now, I know some of you might not agree. Souls moving to the fingertips? Nah, too fake. Physical touch? Not your thing. However, being who I am, that struck
me. The notion of the most intimate part ofwho we are straining to the surface of our skin in order to connect with someone else isvery romantic to me. (Side note: when
I say romantic, I’m not referring to the lovey-dovey, romance novels version. I’m talking about the imaginative version that gives you the warm and fuzzies, that nags at
you until its allyou can think about.) Ifthought about in this context, souls are only layers away from converging when they touch, which helps build trust and strengthen
relationships, both friends and otherwise.
This can get tricky, though. Admittedly, Ihave never been as conscious of how my hugs have been received as I should have been, and when someone doesn't like
physical touch, we need to pay attention to that. Touch should be something we value, not fear. However, a lot of the time, touch islooked upon as perverted and abrasive.
Speaking from just the standpoint of an American society, we have come to associate touch with “rape culture”.W e rarely look upon itinnocently and in the con
text ofbringing souls closer together. Instead, itis ingrained in us to shy away from this affection and expect itto hold something more. Itsaddens me that our society has
come to this point, but I am also happy because itmeans that survivors’stories are being heard.
This past weekend, I encountered a situation where a girl could have been assaulted. She was close to being raped, or atleast partaking in nonconsensual sex, for
those of you who like to define things that way. She didn’t know what was going on, so she called a friend to come get her, and that friend brought me (and two others)
along. W e helped her home and, thankfully, allwas settled without trouble. As we helped her home though, she didn't want to be touched. She flinched at any attempt to
support or comfort her, and the only moment when she let one of us touch her was when her shoe came off and she linked her arm in one of ours. That broke m y heart.
W h o could do something so heinous to someone else that they were afraid of a vital part of the human experience?
Whether or not you are a touchy person, physical affection is integral in our lives. However, when that is abused and the innocence is distorted, we must watch
out for each other and make sure we are respecting everyone else in the ways they wish to be respected. Even here in good ole Holland, Michigan, we need to be attentive
to our surroundings. While trusting others isa good thing, we must make sure we know what their intentions are before things escalate because touch isvery personal. As
Montano said, itis our souls straining to reach the other.
This year, have fun, learn lots and be safe, Hope College. There’s too much love here to let “rape culture" intrude more than italready has.
Emily Johnson
Copy Editor

Resources for survivors, witnesses and allies include STEP (Students Teaching and Empowering Peers: interpersonal violence prevention program) and CAPS (Counseling
and Psychological Services).

A n open letter to m y jeans
Hannah Pikaart
Arts Co-Editor

Dear Jeans,
As you know, we have a long, complicated history. I’ve said some things and you've made me feel some things, and I’m sure
we both regret it.You see, for the longest time, you have made me feel so low. There have been countless times where Ihave
gone into the fittingroom with three different sizes in multiple styles and washes only to leave the store with nothing. Ileave
feeling exhausted, discouraged and wishing Icould wear dresses and leggings for the rest of my life,but for some reason Ifeel
drawn to you. All of your beautiful styles— skinny, straight, flare, bootcut... even overalls! To make matters worse you come
in so many washes that Iwould be able to wear a pair every day of the week without repeating. Yet you don’tfitme. Trust me,
Iwanted to leave the store with you, but you didn’tfitme.

Despite popular belief, I don t believe that I should hop, wiggle or squeeze into you. I should feel comfort, not confinement. I should be able to move without the concern
of ripping you because you are too tight or needing to pull you up because you are too loose. Trust me, this is a real problem. For as long as I can remember, I have experi
enced jeans that are too tight on m y thighs, but the waist fitsfine or the thighs fitcomfortably and the waist hangs horribly agape, so Ihave to wear a belt. Itisnot as simple
as going up or down a size because of my hourglass figure. Iknow I can use a belt, but there issomething inexplicably defeating about wearing one. It'slike a sign that says,
“I CAN'T FIND JEANS T H A T FIT!”
Well, Jeans, the other day Iwent to Target to see iftheir new denim campaign was made for me, and letme say that m y faithin our relationship has been restored. Ipicked up
fivepairs of skinny jeans, allin different washes and rises. As I stood in the dressing room looking at the pair ofjeans Iheld in my hands, Iprepared myself for the emotional
roller coaster that I have been on numerous times. Yet, this time Iwas welcomed to find jeans that Iwas not forced to conform to. Ifound multiple pairs that conformed to
: me!

I

.
The wave of feelings that fell over me were enough to make me tear up because the struggle to find jeans that fitand make you feel confident is real. Jeans, thank you for
fittingmd! Thank you for allowing me to feel confident as Iwalk to class, stroll around downtown and hang out with friends.
Ilove you!1
Hannah
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W h y s u m m e r t i m e can pack its bags any time n o w
Stephanie A m d t
Voices Editor

for the crisp autumn air that
As a person who endures the will permit me to stop compro
demands of being a full-time mising my adequate summer
student and part-time worker, clotheswith icy-cold classrooms
summers are a much needed and hot cottage rooms. Which
break. I enjoy a good trip to ever it is, I don’t actually care.
Captain Sundae and spending Fall has arrived in my mind,
almost every weekend going to complete with Starbucks’over
the beach, like any Hollander rated PSLs and my purchase of
should. However, as a person an ever-so-soft plaid shirt. Yes, I
who worked for a majority of think I’m ready. Are you?
the summer, even sugar-filled
For those among us who are
sundaes and salt-lesswater can’t native Michiganders, it’s easy to
hold me down from wishing it know why fall isso dearly loved.
was fallalready.
For the rest of you, prepare for
Maybe my impatience for the best. I’m sure fall isprobably
fall’s arrival is from my walk nice where you come from, but I
home, where my eyes constantly highly doubt it'sthis good.
spy the hints of a lovely redWriting this brings to m e m 
death flowing through leaves? ory the smell of damp, decom
Or perhaps it is only a longing posing leaves that sounds as if

it shouldn’t be enjoyable, but
is. There is the joy of getting all
your friends together to gather
around a fire and talk about how
cold you are.Add the roasting of
marshmallows (because the first
idea when cold isto eat warmed
sugar with a peanut butter cup
shoved in the middle), and
you've got yourselfa good night.
There are the nights where
rain never ceases until it's fi
nally night and your plans for
S tephanie A rndt
a bonfire are ruined. Although with rain pattering against the into the air for one last dance in
they can ruin plans, your body window.
the wind.
will be grateful for the rest that
But most of all, I long for the
War m summer nights are
it didn’t know it needed. I am days where I can walk on the soon to be replaced with a com
also grateful for rainy days that sidewalks with a crunch be bination ofrainydays and breezy
Ican decide to forget homework neath my feet and a crisp breeze weeks that will be among us just
and remember what it feels like flowing through m y fleece that next Thursday. Let’s make the
to watch movies in a dark room raises the dead, forgotten leaves best of ituntil then, shall we?

Q u o t e s for tho se e n d - o f - s u m m e r blues

Our Minion: The Anchor strives to communicate campus events throughout
Hope Coitege and the Holland community. W e hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrant Voices section.

tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will be taken. No anonymous letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-In-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words.

Piocioii w r The Anchoris a product of student effort and is funded through
the Hope College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
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A m b e r Ramble: P o k e m o n G O a w a y
Players of Nin t e n d o ’s n e w A R g a m e experience friction f r o m all arenas
A m b e r Lee Carnahan

Co-Editor-in-Chief
@

amberlee8

16

A quick Google search of
Pokemon G O will result in a
wide array of unthinkably ri
diculous articles, like "Nation
wide Pokemon G O ban sought
by Indian lawsuit that claims
title is religiously offensive,”
“Russian man faces five years
in jail for playing Pokemon G O
in church” and “Man falls into
river while playing Pokemon
G O ” to name a few. Articles
like these seem to paint an ex
tremely negative and dangerous
picture of Pokemon GO, but are
these reviews actually fairto the
game?
In order to be able to dis
cuss the negative reviews of
Pokemon G O in more detail,
it is necessary to explain what
exactly Pokemon G O is. An
alternate virtual reality game
created by Nintendo, Pokemon
G O allows players to experi
ence the world of Pokemon direcdy from their smart phones.
The app, which is available for
both iPhones and Android de
vices, accesses the GPS loca
tion trackers of the players' cell
phones, allowing them to catch
Pokemon in their own towns.
A virtual map is displayed that
shows clickable PokeStops,
which are popular locations
in a town that can be spun to
gain free items. There are also
gyms placed throughout towns

that allow players to join teams
and practice fighting and train
ing with their Pokemon. The
game is built on Niantic's Real
World Gaming Platform, which
is a platform geared towards
changing the way players inter
act with the world.
According to John Hanke
and the Niantic Team, “By
exploiting the capabilities of
smartphones and location tech
nology and through building a
unique massively scalable serv
er and global location dataset,
we have helped users allaround
the world have fun, socialize
and get more fitas they play and
explore.”
When the app is in use, the
game is able to count the user's
steps, which is used to hatch
eggs oftwo, five and ten kilome
ters. This mechanism is useful
in promoting exercise in many
players who might otherwise
remain sedentary. Additionally,
this feature has helped those
who might avoid social inter
actions meet more people and
communicate with greater ease.
“[Pokemon G O has] been
super beneficial to people with
mental illnesses, giving them
motivation to get up and go
outside and engage with peo
ple,” Joanie Davis (’18), com
puter science major, said. “It
gets people outside, exercising
and exploring their hometowns
more.”
Science Daily discusses the

health benefits of Pokemon G O
with Dr. Matt Hoffman, clinical
assistant professor at the Texas
A & M College of Nursing.
“Playing the game is a lot of
fun, and it has been a catalyst
to get people moving," Hoffman
said in Science Daily. “What
began as just playing the game
has now become a hobby for
me that provides certain health
benefits. I've spent an hour or
two at a time venturing around
the community to find PokeStops. And, to hatch one egg,
a trainer must walk anywhere
from one to six miles. There's
no doubt about it,I am exercis
ing more as a result of playing
the game, and I am enjoying it.”
Pokemon G O is a popular
game, its users ranging from
long-time players of the Poke
mon franchise and users who
have never played a Pokemon
game in their lives, from young
children to older adults. Poke
mon GO's userbase grows
daily, with an estimated nine
to 21-million “trainers” ex
ploring in their towns and be
yond. Since different and rarer
Pokemon can only be found
in certain cities, regions and
countries, the app also pro
motes travelling far out of one's
comfort zone and experiencing
other cultures and landmarks,
while catching cooler Pokemon
at the same time.
Despite the numerous re
ports of the app’s health ben

efits, many people are stillwary
about the negative qualities of
Pokemon GO. Articles focusing
on Pokemon G O users walking
into traffic, using the app while
driving and being lured into
isolated areas and mugged twist
the app into something that ap
pears overly reckless and care
less.
In an article in the U S A To
day covering “the bad and the
ugly of Pokemon GO,” author
Ryan Miller begins his article
with the following paragraph:
“What started out as just fun
and games has turned into mul
tiple crime scenes, religious de
crees and dead bodies.”
The start of his article is
formatted to be as sensational
as possible, highlighting a few
crazy events that have been as
sociated with Pokemon G O and
blowing them out of propor
tion. The article lists a total of
16 events, ranging from shoot
ings to religious bans, which is
only a small proportion of peo
ple actually using the app on a
regular basis.
“People are always afraid
of change, especially when it
comes in the form of new tech
nology,” Abagail Jeavons (’18),
a biology major, said. “But this
fear doesn’t allow them to see
the possible benefits - like in
creased physical activity and
connection between people that technology might provide.”
Pokemon G O undergoes

many updates every couple of
weeks that help to address bugs
users have experienced, as well
as the safety issues that weren’t
accounted for in the firstrelease
of the app.
“A lot of the criticism I've
seen has been about some ofthe
news stories about people doing
stupid things while playing, like
falling off of cliffs, but those are
sensationalized minority sto
ries. Most people know not to
walk out into traffic,” Laura Teal
(T7), a neuroscience composite
major, said.
Chesli Joy (T8), a religion
major, also commented on Nin
tendo's response to safety con
cerns. “Like the Pokemon, the
game has evolved into a better
and, more importantly, safer
version of itself. You don’t need
to chase down the Pokemon
into the street and the game
warns you not to play while
driving. I honestly walk more
now that I have the app, and it
certainly is a source for conver
sation with its popularity.”
There are always going to be
downsides to new technology.
There will always be reckless
individuals who misuse the app
and give the game a bad rep, but
these few crazy situations and
irresponsible users should not
be allowed to brand all users
as abominations to society and
shadow the undeniable benefits
of a video game that actually
makes itsplayers go outside.

Angry A d a m : Return of the Phelps
A d a m Nottoli

live off-campus. You have to be
a Junior, with a certain amount
of credits, or live off-campus to
If you read The Anchor last qualify for a take-home box. If
year, it’s likely that you probably you do not meet these qualifica
read a whole page, article about tions, don’t get upset when we
things that people do in Phelps don’t give you a box. That’s not
Dining Hall that make me mad. how this works.
Well, despite how many people
Next, you’re going to be going
talked to me about this article, to get your food. I know that all
and how many issues of that A n  this food can look pretty crazy
chor went out, many of you still sometimes, and many times
don’t understand some simple you'll be curious as to what the
things that could make life easi entree items are. Luckily for you
er. To the freshmen reading this, people, who spend an unbeliev
you guys have a bit of an excuse, able amount of time behind tele
as you weren’t here last year. vision and computer screens, we
But, some of the stuff you do have televisions with the menus
is still super aggravating. So all listed on them. You’re super
of you nerds listen up and take good at watching TV, but you
notes because I’m going to give seem to really struggle to look at
you some lessons in how to be a them when we want you to. And
decent person to your local Din-. yes, we understand that the time
ing Hall employees. Prepare for is no longer on some of the TVs,
Phelps pt. 2 Electric Boogaloo.
but there isn’t anything we can
Now, similar to last year, I'm do about that.
going to take you on a journey
And when you're getting
in your dining hall experience. food from the Salad Bar, or the
Buckle up kids. The first thing Pizza station, please use the
that you’re going to do is enter utensils. W e reuse the trays that
Phelps and swipe your card. the pizza is put on, so you put
Sometimes you’ll notice that ting your grubby hands ail over
there are people in line in front is really not helping anybody.
of you who are getting boxes Also, dear friends, there are
and take-home cups for their some among you who have al
meals, so that they can leave lergies that are very dangerous^
with it instead of having to eat This is why "The Zone,” collo
in the building. Freshmen, these quially known as “The Allergen
things are not for you unless you Station," exists. However, in this
Co Editor-in-Chief
@A damN ottoli

station, we are required to avoid W e don’t want it on our serving
other allergens that may poten utensils.
tially kill these people with se
Eventually, you’ll have your
vere allergies. That’swhy we give food, and you’ll be wanting a
you a new plate instead of taking drink. Whe n you want a drink,
the one you have your mac-and- but the employee is stacking the
cheese or mashed potatoes on. cups, do that employee a favor
It's not to make your life harder, and get a cup from the stack of
it's to try to keep other people trays, don’tjust take the cup that
safe. The least you could do is employee just stacked. That’s lit
stop complaining.
erally just making both of your
However, every other sta lives harder. His because he has
tion can put food onto that plate to do extra work, and yours be
that you are so devoted to toting cause of your body contortion
around. Well, that is unless your trying to reach that cup. Also,
plate has already been eaten off when the milk doesn't come out
of. There are only a couple of su of the machine, chill and check
per basic rules that will apply to for an “out of order" sign on that
these situations.
machine. Iwatched ten students
The first is that we can put try to get milk out a machine
food on a clean plate, or one that that said "out of order" on itthe
has some uneaten food on it,but other night, and it really started
we’re not allowed to touch it.It’s to make me lose hope. N o w that
a sanitary thing. W e ’re not going you’ve checked, if there is no
to get our gloves dirty touching sign telling you to leave the milk
a plate that has been all over alone, turn around. The employ
your hands that have touched an ee probably has the milk and is
unknown number of disgusting waiting behind you, patiently
things. So, yes, we'll put the food waiting for you to get out of the
onto that plate, but you have to way so he can change it.Ifyou’ve
hold it up close so that we can checked, and he isn'tbehind you
actually reach itwith the spoon. and there is no “out of order”
The second is equally simple. sign, again, chill, there are two
Ifyou ate offof that plate before, other milk machines in the hall,
we're not putting more food just walk to a different one. It's
onto it. Your nasty germs from going to be okay bud.
your nasty mouth that were
Now, you're probably sit
all over your now nasty spoon ting down. Did you know that
and fork are all over that plate. in order for the floor to look as

clean as itdoes, someone had to
vacuum it? Guess what makes
vacuuming harder? When peo
ple throw food, such as your
grapes and carrots. These things
are just large enough that the
vacuum can’t pick them up. E m 
ployees have to walk around and
pick all of these articles of food
up by hand. You’re throwing
them is the most sadistic, rude
and thoughtless thing you can
be doing at any dining hall at any
time. Please, please stop. In the
years I’ve worked at Phelps, I’ve
picked up enough carrots, nuts
and grapes to feed a village in a
third world country for a month,
minimum.
Guys and gals, you can do
this. I really believe you can. The
dining hall experience can be
an enjoyable one for both your
selves and the employees who
work there. The times that the
dining halls are open, the foods
they serve and the different rules
are made by Hope College, not
by the hall specifically, and defi
nitely not by the employees. If
you could stop complaining to
them about everything, that’d be
super great. Remember though,
the people working there are do
ing so as a job, not as a enjoyable
side activity. You don’t have to
go out ofyour way to make their
lives easier, just please stop ac
tively trying to make lifehard.
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H o p e College fall sports in full swing
M e n ’s and w o m e n ’s soccer, football, volleyball, cross-country seasons underway
A n d y Fortier

S ports Co-Editor
@ andy4tier

Men's Soccer 2-3 (0-0)
The Me n ’s soccer team
improved theirrecord to 2-3 this
past week with wins over Grace
Bible College and Benedictine
University (111.) and a tough loss
to a good Aurora College squad.
On
Wednesday,
Hope
dominated the pace of play,
controlling the ball for most of
the game, as well as outshooting
the Tigers 30 (14 on goal) to 6 (1
on goal). Grace Bible got on the
board first, but Hope bounced
back with three unanswered
goals from Devon Butler (18),
Ben Hagman (19), and David
White (18) en route to a 3-1
victory.
O n Friday, Hope’s second
game this past week featured
a matchup with Aurora in
the Cal Bergsma Memorial
Tournament. After a slow start,
allowing the first two goals of
the game, Sam Mason (19) got
the Flying Dutchmen on the
board to cut the lead in half
and get Hope back in the game.
However, it was not enough as
Aurora scored two more goals
in the second halfto roll to a 4-2
victory. Also scoring for Hope
was Alex Lindsey (17).
O n Saturday, Hope bounced
back after theirtough loss Friday
with a thrilling overtime victory
over Benedictine (111.). Holden
Dippel (’20) got the party started
with a goal late in the first half,
and italmost secured the victory
for Hope if not for a late strike
from Benedictine in the 84th
minute that sent the game into
overtime. Sophomore Christian

Dault (19) was the hero in O T
heading in a beautiful free kick
from James Reymann (19) to
give Hope a 2-1 win.
Hope is back in action this
Saturday with a huge matchup
at home with Calvin College.

on Saturday before returning
home on Tuesday to face Alma
College.

Volleyball 6-0 (2-0)

defense toughened up thisweek,
allowing just 18 points lead by
linebackers Aaron O ’Meara (17)
and Jacob Pardonnet (18) each
recording 7 tackles. However,
the offense could not take
advantage putting up just six
points of their own.
There was a new face under
center for the Dutchmen
in Bruce Schroeder (’20).
Schroeder showed promise
completing 17 of 28 passes for
168 yards and rushing for a
touchdown, but failed to reach
the end zone through the air.
Running
back
Brandan
Campbell (18) also looked
good rushing for 64 yards on
12 carries. Look for Hope to
put it all together this coming
week when they head down
to Chicago to face Concordia
University (111.) and hopefully
come home with a win.

Hope Volleyball is rolling to
start the season and it was no
different this past week as the
W o m e n ’s Soccer 3-1-1 (2-0-1)
Flying Dutch improved to 6-0
The women’s soccer team with victories over M I A A foes
started off M I A A competition Alma (3-1) and Olivet (3-0).
this past week, and started
O n Wednesday, The Dutch
it off right with two wins took care of Alma easily in their
against Adrian College and M I A A and home opener, taking
Trine University and a tie with three of four sets. After Hope
Kalamazoo College.
took the first set 25-16, Alma
On Tuesday, The Flying responded by taking set two
Dutch competed hard in their 23-25. However, Hope was just
M I A A opener at Kalamazoo. too much for the Scots as they
A game that went into two closed out the win 25-12 and 25overtimes before being declared 20 in the next two sets. Leading
a 1-1 tie. Elizabeth Perkins (17) scorers for the Dutch included
netted the loan goal for Hope.
Katie Rietberg (T9) with 10
On Saturday, Hope bounced kills, Sophie Hackett (18) with
back from the tie on Tuesday 38 assists and Alexis Thompson
with a 3-1 domination of (17) with 18 digs.
Adrian. Allie Wittenbach (18)
On Saturday, Hope put
Cross-Country
got the Dutch off to a hot start their undefeated record on the
Hope cross-country season is
scoring the first two goals of the line once again against M I A A also underway, and after a men’s
game. Adrian answered quickly, opponent Olivet. The Comets and women’s 1st place finish
but itwas not enough as Perkins didn’t put up much of a fight as at the Vanderbilt Invitational,
connected late in the firsthalfto the Dutch swept them 25-20, Hope runners looked to have
conclude the scoring.
25-20 and 25-18. Leading the another strong showing at
Monday- Hope continued way for Hope once again were Ferris State University this past
theirwinning ways in theirhome Rietberg with 11 kills, Hackett Saturday. The men finished 4th
opener with a 2-1 victory over with 43 assists and Thompson and the women came home with
Trine. Once again Wittenbach with 13 digs.
yet another 1st place finish to
got the Dutch on the board first,
Hope is back in action this start the season.
putting home two beautiful week with a home match on
Leading the way for the men
crosses from Erin Brophy Wednesday
against Albion was Jacob Jansen (18) who
(18). Trine tried to mount a and then hit the road for a finished in 27:44. Erin Herrman
comeback, but Hope’s defense weekend invitational at DePauw (18) finished first overall in the
shut them down allowing just University.
women's race posting a time of
one shot on goal the entire
18:25. Both men’s and women’s
contest.
Football 0-2 (0-0)
teams will be back in action Sep.
Hope is back in action this
O n Saturday, new coach Peter 24 when they travel to Alma for
week with a home game vs. Stuursma and Hope Football the M I A A Jamboree.
Albion Thursday, followed by make improvements, but still
a trip down to Olivet College fell at Defiance. The Dutchmen
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S W E E T VICTORY — Alex Lindsey (’17) smiles back at the BUMP, SET, SPIKE — Hope Volleyball looks to get back to
sideline during Hope’s 3-1 victory over Grace Bible.

the top of the MIAA, lead by (left to right) Sarah Feldpausch
(’17), Sophie Hackett (’18), and Alexis Thompson (’17).
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ALL SMILES — Hope women’s soccer captains pictured left ON THE RISE — Hope football Improves in week two, but still
to right: Elizabeth Perkins (’17), Kendall Dlce(’18), Natalie falls to Defiance. Pictured: RB Brandan Campbell (’18)
Curry (’17), Jennifer Thelen (’18).
______
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In S p o r t s

Wednesday
Volleyball
vs. Albion College at 6:30 p.m.

Thursday
Women's Soccer
vs. Albion College at 7:00 p.m.

Saturday
Men’s Soccer
vs. Calvin College at 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Women’s Soccer
vs. A l m a College at 7:00 p.m.

In B

rief

NFL S E A S O N BEGINS
It’s that time of year again
football fans. The next 17 Sun
days will most likely be spent
on the couch in front of the T V
watching football cheering on
your favorite team. Yes, the NFL
season kicked offthis past week
end, and it did not disappoint.
There were sixgames decided by
two points or less, many surpris
ing upsets and plenty of missed
field goals and extra points.
Along with the NFL season
comes Fantasy Football season.
Fantasy players have waited
eight long months to draft their
teams that they hope will do
well enough to win their respec
tive championships this year. It
all came together last weekend
when players were finally back
on the gridiron. Come Monday
morning, however, there were
many tears streaming down fac
es. Some ofjoy, some of defeat.

UPSET ATU.S O P E N
Stan Wawrinka wins the
Open over the highest world
ranked Novak Djokovic. W a w 
rinka finished the finalsetwith a
composed mind after the fourth
set.
Angelique Kerber was vic
torious over Karolina Pliskova,
who lost the match with a fore
hand unforced error.
Jamie Murray and Bruno
Soares were victorious over
Guillermo Garcia-Lopez and
Pablo Carreno Busta in the
Men’s Doubles.
For
W o m e n ’s
Doubles,
Bethanie Mattek-Sands and
Lucie Safarova were victorious
over Caroline Garcia and Kris
tina Mladenovic.
Laura Siegemund and Mate
Pavic defeated Coco Vandeweghe and Rajeev Ram in mixed
doubles.

Interested in writing for the
Sports section? Email
Andy Fortier or
Fonon Nunghe at:
andrew.fortier@hope.edu
and
fononyamba.nunghe@hope.edu

H o p e College w e l c o m e s n e w coach
Fononyamba Nunghe
Sports Co-Editor
@ tgodaze

After building an impressive
football resume filled with
multiple
accomplishments,
Hope College's new football
Coach, Peter Stuursma, came
back home to do something
special with the Dutchmen. The
former running back and ’93
Hope graduate comes back from
coaching at East Grand Rapids,
but before that, he enjoyed a
spell,serving as Hope’s defensive
coordinator in '99.
Originally
intending
to
go into something businessrelated, Peter Stuursma decided
he wanted to go into coaching
while he was still a student.
Having always loved football,
Stuursma spoke to his advisor,
Dean Kreps about switching.
Coach Stuursma said, “I really
wanted to be involved in the
development and education of
young people, because Ifeltthat
sports gave me so much and I
felt those life lessons could be
enhanced by me being involved
in itwith others.”
After multiple personal and
team
accomplishments,
as
well as the experience he has
acquired through the years,
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Coach Stuursma has become a
firm believer in getting better
on a daily basis because he and
the entire coaching staff aim to
consistently improve each day.
“W e ’ve been using this slogan
and I really believe in it, and it’s
that we need to get one percent
better each day”
He continued to say that
“every day is an opportunity
to get better. Every day is an
opportunity to make sure that
we are doing the very best that
we can to get better. Some days
we’re going to get a lot better,
and other days, we’re not going
to get that much better, but we

have to strive to do that every
day.” This coaching philosophy
he believes in, is what he wants
for his players both on and off
the field because he wants it to
be a daily process. He needs his
players to be a good group of
guys. “I always say killer bears
on the field, and huggy bears off
the field."
Looking at the challenges
and the things that happen as a
team, Coach Stuursma believes
that it’s important to always
look at the things that change,
as things do not always go the
way one may have planned them
to. He says that when striving to
improve, there are times that one
may not feel like improvement
really happened. “I was not
really happy about the way we
performed on Saturday. I didn’t
feel like we got one percent
better. I feel like we worked and
played hard, but we didn’tmatch
up.” Coach Stuursma says, “It’s
my job to make sure thatour staff
goes back to work, our players
go back to work, we regroup and
the ultimate responsibility lies
with our coaching staff to make
sure our players understand how
to get better.”
Taking his inspiration from
some of his favorite players
, such as Walter Payton and

Barry Sanders, he believes that
one quality he loves that goes
through all sports is the spirit
of competitiveness. “When
you look at stars today, I don’t
really know who a star is, but I
like people who compete”. He
continues, “Ilike Michael Phelps
and the way he competes. I like
Michael Jordan and the way he
competed. I’ve heard that during
practices, they would have to
calm him down, because of how
hard he played and how hard
he competed. Some of the best
players I’ve ever coached, and
people I do coach right now, are
people who compete”.
In
this
spirit
of
competitiveness, he believes
that there’s the need to
have his players strike the
balance and not cross the line
between competitiveness and
indiscipline. “The team, to me,
has an incredible parallel to
life,” he said, comparing the
team to a family. He continues;
“Families have ups and downs,
good times and bad times,
disagreements and conflicts.
Working through those things,
like a family, is important. Like
a family structure, there are
expectations on how to behave,
and that is the same way in how
we have expectations for our

guys. If we’re all pushing the
rock together, then itsgonna get
down that hill a lot faster, but
if we're pushing from different
angles itdoesn’t move very well".
Apart from his career in
football, Coach Stuursma enjoys
spending time with his actual
family because that’s what keeps
him going. He and his wife Amy,
who isalso a Hope ’93 grad have
three children. They are Hannah,
16, Robbie 14 and Mitchell, 11.
He enjoys being able to step
back and spend time with them.
“Football can be consuming.
Coaching can be consuming,
especially at the college level.”
He goes on to say, “It’s important
to m e to spend time with them
whenever I can because we love
to have fun.”
Hope recently had a bad loss
at Defiance and is now with two
losses into the season. It will
be good to see how the team
regroups and bounces back from
a very rough start this season.
The coaching staff, players and
students certainly believe they
will. The Dutchmen will go up
against Concordia University in
their next game, which will be
away, and the next home game
at Smith Stadium will be on Oct.
1 as they go up against Olivet
College and look to win.

Landon Donovan: The return of a ‘L e g e n D ’
Nicole Metzler
A lumni Contributor
@ nicole_ja

“Landon Donovan... Can they
do ithere? Cross... and Dempsey
is denied again! And Donovan
has scored! Oh, can you believe
this? Go, go, USA! Certainly
through! Oh, it’s incredible. You
could not write a script likethis!”
LD, Lando, Don Ovan,
Landycakes, Captain America,
LegenD - whatever you choose
to call him, there is no denying
thatMr. Donovan isan American
soccer hero.
The man, best known for that
amazing goal against Algeria
in the 2010 FIFA World Cup
(as referenced above), brought
an elementary school sport to
professional levels in his 15-yearlong career. Scoring 57 goals for
the United States Men’s National
Team (USMNT) and 112 for
Major League Soccer (MLS) club
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L.A. Galaxy, Donovan has etched
his name into sports history.
Donovan holds the U S M N T
records for most games started
(142),
most
consecutive
appearances with an assist (4),
most goals (57), most assists (58)
and most points (172).
Within MLS, Donovan scored
the most goals (144) and created
the most assists (136) in league
history.
He announced his retirement
in 2014, stating a lack of passion.
The star had previously taken a
hiatus from play in 2013 to work
out his feelings for the game. And
even after his controversial snub
for the 2014 FIFA World Cup
team, Donovan ended his career
by winning the M L S Cup for the
sixth time.
In 2015, The Guardian
newspaper named him as the
greatest male American soccer
player of all-time. The same year,
M L S announced they would
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RETURN OF THE KING — Landon Donovan ended his retire
ment on Sept. 11 In a win against Orlando City S.C.
change the name of The Major
League Soccer M V P Award to the
Landon Donovan M V P Award.
And now, the legend has
returned.
O n Sept. 8, Donovan posted
to his Facebook wall: “I am very
happy to announce that I have
decided to rejoin my hometown
team, the L.A. Galaxy, for the
remainder ofthe M L S season.”
In the paragraphs that
followed, Donovan explained
the reasoning behind the
decision, but the words were
bookmarked as every fan had the
same thoughts running through
their heads: Landon Donovan
is coming out of retirement?
Landon Donovan is coming out
of retirement! This isn’t a joke.
This isreal. Breathe.
The return to play comes
at a vital time for the Galaxy,
who have been suffering from
numerous injuries this season.
Former teammates and staff at

the club jokingly asked Donovan
to come back. After a while, it
started to sound less like a joke
and more like reality.
"Over theensuingdays,Ibegan
to think about their inquiries and
it struck me that perhaps this is
something I should consider,” he
wrote on his Facebook page. “I
care so deeply about the Galaxy
organization, and I believe I
could help in a small way to aid
the team in its quest for a sixth
M L S championship.”
In
an
83rd-minute
substitution against Orlando City
S.C. on Sept. 11, Donovan made
his official comeback in the No.
26 Galaxy home jersey in front
of a packed house of thunderous
ovations. The Galaxy finished
with a commanding 4-2 win over
their opponents.
A lot has happened in
Donovan’s two years away from
the game. He got married to wife
Hannah Bartell in 2015, and the

two welcomed their first child,
Talon, in Jan. of this year. He
had also made the player-tocommentator transition while
callinggames for Fox Sports.
Donovan is re-entering the
game with that renewed sense of
passion he had been strugglingto
find.
Of his 15 years as a
professional, Donovan played
14 seasons in America, with off
season loan spells in Europe.
Plenty of Americans have come
and gone and done the same
thing, and some spent the
majority oftheircareers overseas.
What makes thisstory so special?
W h y does itmatter?
Donovan could have played in
Europe. He had great successes
at Premier League team Everton
F.C. during his loans. As much as
he loved the team (he often refers
to himself as an Evertonian), he
wanted to grow the game back
home. He had a vision for soccer
in America and he stayed loyal to
his fans.
More than anything, Donovan
lefthis mark on the livesofyoung
soccer fans in this country young fans who were inspired
to pick up a ball after school or
join their local travel league.
He was their first experience
with the sport. He made them
believe and cheer and cry and
yell. They grew up watching him
through the television screen,
tightlyclutching his replicajersey
as they begged for one more
thrilling goal.
To many, it’s simple: Landon
Donovan is American soccer. He
isCaptain America.

